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Deep Run District FIRST Competition

On March 25-26, the TALON 540 team traveled to Deep Run High School for their
second District Competition. Deep Run was definitely a fun experience for the
entirety of the team. Seeing that Blacksburg was a success, our expectations
were placed high for Deep Run. Our passive gear mechanism proved to be
effective, as we repeatedly delivered gears to the pilot. Before this districts, we
were able to work out the shooting mechanism.  The shooter utilizes a flywheel
system to shoot into the low goal, with the intention to be used as a tiebreaker
feature.  Although our climber experienced some issues, we were able to quickly
repair them and recover.  Our team was able to move up to semi-finals of the
competition through our hard work as the third bot for the sixth seat alliance.
Although did not win first place, th whole TALON 540 team proudly showed their
dedication to the team. Despite our robot not doing as well as Blacksburg, we
were able to win the Engineering Inspiration Award at the Central Virginia Districts
Championships in Deep Run High School. Moving up in this competition year, our
team has qualified for states and awaits for progression into the heat of battle!
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In addition to making it to the semi
finals, our team also received the
Engineering Inspiration award. We are
incredibly proud of our Outreach
subgroup for this achievement. They
constructed a curriculum to be used
for teaching children the values of
STEM from a young age, and
partnered with Rainbow Station in the
hopes of national implementation. Our
curriculum hopes to inspire children to
embrace STEM ideals into their every
day life and drive them to make an
impact on the future.

“The curriculum is based off of our
past curriculum Bombinibot
Curriculum where we worked with
elementary and middle schools
students to get them interested in
STEM and robotics. Rainbow Station
expressed interest in our curriculum,
and we hope this will be able to
efficiently spread STEM to children
around the country.. We got our EI
award for most of our efforts with
Rainbow Station and how our outreach
events impact the community. With
hopes to widen these impacts
nationally, it's so amazing that we won
an award for our dedication to inspire
others towards to path of STEM!” -
Zach Weiss, outreach member
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Ojas Amberkar-Dean's List
Ojas Amberkar, the member of TALON 540 who led the dream of winning EI, was
definitely happy to have won such an outstanding award. Along with this
exceptional award, Ojas has also been nominated to continue his path for Dean’s
List in the States Competition. We, the TALON 540 team, congratulate him for his
achievements and dedication to the team. Without him, who else would help
TALON 540 become well-known in our community?
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